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Estimation of genetic parameters for pork belly traits

Seung-Hoon Lee1,2, Sang-Hoon Lee3, Hee-Bok Park4,* and Jun-Mo Kim1,*

Objective: Pork belly is a cut of meat with high worldwide demand. However, although 
the belly is comprised of multiple muscles and fat, unlike the loin muscle, research on their 
genetic parameters has yet to focus on a representative cut. To use swine breeding, it is 
necessary to estimate heritability against pork belly traits. Moreover, estimating genetic 
correlations is needed to identify genetic relationship among the traditional carcass and 
meat quality traits. This study sought to estimate the heritability of the carcass, belly, and 
their component traits, as well as the genetic correlations among them, to confirm whether 
these traits can be improved.  
Methods: A total of 543 Yorkshire pigs (406 castrated males and 137 females) from 49 sires 
and 244 dam were used in this study. To estimate genetic parameters, a total of 12 traits 
such as lean meat production ability, meat quality and pork belly traits were chosen. The 
heritabilities were estimated by using genome-wide efficient mixed model association 
software. The statistical model was selected so that farm, carcass weight, sex, and slaughter 
season were fixed effects. In addition, its genetic parameters were calculated via MTG2 
software. 
Results: The heritability estimates for the 7th belly slice along the whole plate and its com-
ponents were low to moderate (0.07±0.07 to 0.33±0.07). Moreover, the genetic correlations 
among the carcass and belly traits were moderate to high (0.28±0.20 to 0.99±0.31). Particularly, 
the rectus abdominis muscle exhibited a high absolute genetic correlation with the belly 
and meat quality (0.73±52 to 0.93±0.43). 
Conclusion: A moderate to high correlation coefficient was obtained based on the genetic 
parameters. The belly could be genetically improved to contain a larger proportion of muscle 
regardless of lean meat production ability. 
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INTRODUCTION

Pork is one of the most consumed meats in the world and constitutes a major source of 
animal protein, especially in Asian countries such as South Korea [1,2]. Moreover, South 
Korean consumers show a specific preference for the belly, which is mainly consumed as 
a roasting cook and is known to be a high-fat cut [3-5]. Pork belly has also become one of 
the most valuable consumed meats in the western world [6,7]. However, the yield of the 
belly meat is negatively correlated with its lean content [6,8].
 Among other factors, pig breeding primarily aims to improve lean meat production 
and carcass yield. Therefore, current systems to evaluate pig breeding performance have 
mainly focused on the longissimus thoracis (LT) muscle, which corresponds to the loin 
eye area (LEA). However, focusing on improving the lean percentage of the carcass has 
the unintended consequence of reducing the pork belly percentage [8,9]. Therefore, this 
LT-based assessment can be problematic in regions of the world where consumers prefer 
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pork belly. To solve this problem, a new evaluation system 
for pork belly must be established. In fact, a previous study 
suggested that pork belly should become an independent 
evaluation item [10]. 
 Unlike the LT, which is made up of a single muscle, pork 
belly is comprised of multiple muscles with fat content be-
tween them [7]. Therefore, an appropriate understanding of 
the muscles that comprise the pork belly should be estab-
lished to favor the production of animals with larger and 
leaner bellies. Nevertheless, there are currently no standards 
regarding the slices or component muscles of pork belly to 
serve as a reference for animal breeding. For this reason, a 
pork belly cut standard was established to improve pork bel-
ly quality by analyzing the ratio between muscle and fat, as 
well as the characteristics of the muscle and fat components 
of the pork belly [11]. A belly slice section obtained from the 
7th cut along the whole plate (hereinafter referred to as “Sec-
tion 7”) was suggested as a potential representative slice of 
pork belly. Standardizing pork belly slices would allow for 
genetic improvement based on phenotypic correlation with 
the volume of whole belly [11]. Nevertheless, to improve 
pork belly quality through selective breeding, additional 
studies are needed to confirm the genetic parameters and 
correlations among the component muscles from a repre-
sentative slice from the pork belly and other economic and 
meat quality traits. 
 Therefore, our study sought to improve pork belly traits 
that are directly associated with consumer preference by col-
lecting the characteristics of the belly of the pig, the carcass, 
and the meat quality in a purebred Yorkshire pig population. 
Normally, crossbred pigs were used for commercial. However, 
it needs to estimate the genetic parameters of each purebred 
to use in swine breeding for pork belly. This study was con-
ducted to estimate genetic parameters, including heritability 
of the detailed belly features of representative cuts, lean meat 
production, and meat quality traits, and their genetic corre-
lations. Previous studies have analyzed pork belly parameters 
but were limited to belly weight (BEW), width, and length 
[12,13]. Moreover, these parameters did not account for the 
muscle composition of the pork belly. Therefore, the genetic 
parameters elucidated in this study may facilitate the selec-
tion of desirable pork belly characteristics.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study followed the guidelines of the Institutional Animal 
Care and Use Committee of the National Institute of Animal 
Science, Korea (2015-137). This study was conducted from 
February 2016 to June 2017.

Animals and muscle samples
In total, 543 Yorkshire pigs (406 castrated males and 137 

females) from 49 sire and 244 dam were used in this study. 
The pedigree information presented in Supplementary Table 
S1. The animals were born from a single multiplier (grand 
parents farm, GP) from July 2015 to November 2016 that 
was a closed population and transported to nine breeding 
stock farms, which mimicked the original conditions includ-
ing feeding conditions based on the one breeding company 
as much as possible. The pigs were slaughtered by 25 times (a 
total of 25 contemporary groups) in a commercial abattoir 
following standard procedures under the supervision of the 
Korean Animal Products Grading Service.

Carcass trait measurements
The carcass weight (CW) and backfat thickness (BFT) were 
measured immediately after slaughter. The BFT was mea-
sured with a ruler at the 11th and last thoracic vertebrae on 
the left half of each carcass, and the average of the two mea-
surements was used for the analysis. The LEA was measured 
at the level of the last rib after chilling the carcasses for 24 h.

Measurement of belly characteristics
In this study, we measured and estimated multiple pork belly 
characteristics using a set of pork belly slices. The carcasses 
were cooled at 4°C for 24 h. Then, the left side of each carcass 
was divided into seven primal cuts following the standard 
cutting lines of the Korea Institute for Animal Products 
Quality Evaluation, and the belly was separated from the 
shoulder between the 4th and 5th thoracic vertebrae with a 
straight cut perpendicular to the axis of the carcass. The 
BEW was measured before dividing the belly into vertical 
slices. 
 The belly was cut using a meat cutter (KSC-330Q; Fujee, 
Siheung, Korea) at every vertebra (6th to 14th thoracic ver-
tebra and 1st to 5th lumbar vertebra), resulting in 14 cuts 
with a thickness of approximately 3 cm each. Slice numbers 
were labelled from 1 to 14, from cranial to caudal. Each of 
the resulting pork belly slices was scanned (DocuPrint, 
C3360; Canon, Tokyo, Japan) with a steel ruler for calibra-
tion. The area (cm2) of the belly muscle components in 
each section was recorded through image scanning using 
the Image-Pro Plus software (Media Cybernetics, Rockville, 
MD, USA). The belly area (BA) and muscle area (MA) were 
then measured for each image slice of the pork bellies. The 
fat area was calculated by subtracting the MA from the BA. 
The volume of the belly (VB), belly muscle (VTM), and 
belly fat (VTF) were computed by summing all the corre-
sponding slice values and multiplying them by the slice 
thickness. The belly muscle ratio (BMR) and belly fat ratio 
(BFR) were calculated by dividing the VTM or VTF by the 
VB and multiplying the value by 100 to convert it to a per-
centage. 
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Measurement of the belly components in Section 7
The definition of the belly component in Section 7 has been 
previously reported by Lee et al [11]. The three measured 
muscles that comprise the pork belly in Section 7 and were 
recorded using Image-Pro Plus software were the cutaneous 
trunci muscles (CTM), rectus abdominis muscles (RAM), 
and external abdominal oblique muscles (EAM; Figure 1).

Meat quality measurements
The pH at 45 min post-mortem (pH45) was measured at the 
13th to 14th ribs using a spear-type electrode (Model 290A; 
Orion Research Inc., Waltham, MA, USA), which was previ-
ously calibrated with pH4 and pH7 standard solutions with 
automatic temperature compensation. The carcasses were 
chilled at 4°C for 24 h and the LT muscle was obtained to 
evaluate the meat quality traits. Additionally, samples were 
cut from the pork loin at the 8th to 9th thoracic vertebrae at 
24 h post-mortem and placed on a table for 30 min to expose 
their surfaces to the air prior to measuring the meat color. 
The average lightness (L) was recorded using a chromometer 
(CR-300; Minolta Camera Co., Osaka, Japan), and the results 
were expressed as CIE (Commission Internationale de 
l'Eclairage) lightness [14]. The CR-300 chromometer fea-
tured an 8 mm open cone aperture. All measurements were 
conducted under standard illumination (illuminant C) and 
the standard observer position was 2°. The drip loss (DL) 
of the loin was determined as described by Honikel [15]. 
The samples were suspended in an inflated bag at 4°C for 
48 h, then weighed after being gently blotted dry. The DL 
measurements were expressed as a percentage of the initial 
sample weight.

Genotypes
The genomic DNA of the experimental animals was isolated 
from belly muscle tissue using the DNeasy Blood & Tissue 
Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The animals were genotyped 
for 55,232 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers 
using the Axiom Porcine Breeders Genotyping Array (Thermo 
Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA). Quality control and filtration 

of genotyped SNP markers were performed using the PLINK 
software (ver. 1.90) [16]. The genotypes were filtered accord-
ing to minor allele frequency (<5%), genotype call rate 
(<90%), and p-value of χ2-test for Hardy-Weinberg equilib-
rium errors (<0.000001). A total of 42,399 SNP markers on 
18 autosomes were left after filtration and quality control.

Statistical analysis
Prior to the statistical analyses, we calculated the descriptive 
statistics and validated the normal distribution of the phe-
notype data. Putative outliers were excluded based on the 
ascertainment of normality using the Shapiro-Wilk’s method 
in SAS 9.4 (SAS Inst. Inc., Cary, NC, USA). 
 The heritability for all the traits were estimated for 543 
Yorkshire pigs using the univariate linear mixed model (LMM) 
method in the genome-wide efficient mixed model associa-
tion (GEMMA) software [17]. The LMM method equation 
was given by: 

 y = Xb+Zu+e      (1)

where y is the phenotype, b is the vector of fixed effects in-
cluding sex, farm, season (summer or non-summer based 
on month slaughtered), and CW; u is the vector of random 
additive genetic effects following a normal distribution 
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 Heritability was estimated as follows:

Figure 1. Scheme of belly components in the Section 7 region. The solid line area represents the cutaneous trunci muscle (CTM), the dotted line 
area indicates the rectus abdominis muscle (RAM), and the dotted and solid mixed line areas represent the external abdominal oblique muscle 
(EAM).
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 Moreover, the outcomes of this estimation were classified 
as high (h2≥0.4), moderate (0.2≤h2≤0.4), or weak (h2<0.2).
 Bivariate analyses were applied to all possible combina-
tions of traits to estimate genetic correlations using the 
bivariate linear mixed-effects model, as follows:
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where y1 and y2 are the vectors of the measured phenotypes 
for the two traits under consideration; b1 and b2 are the vec-
tors of the fixed effects for the traits under consideration; u1 
and u2 are vectors of the random additive genetic effects for 
the traits under consideration; X1 and X2 are the incidence 
matrices relating records of the traits to the fixed effects; Z1 
and Z2 are the incidence matrices relating observations with 
random additive genetic effects; and e1 and e2 are the vectors 
of random residuals. The expectation and variance of the bi-
variate linear mixed model were as follows:
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where G is the GRM; 
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 are residual (co)variances for the 
traits; I is the identity matrix. The vectors u and e were as-
sumed to be normally distributed, with means and (co)
variances equal to 0. All genetic parameters were computed 
using the MTG2 software, which is based on genomic REML 
analysis [18]. The correlation between the phenotypes was 
estimated using Pearson’s method in SAS 9.4. The absolute 
correlation coefficient estimates (r) were classified as strong 
(r≥0.7), moderate (0.3≤r<0.7), or weak (r<0.3).

RESULTS

Descriptive statistics
The descriptive statistics are summarized in Supplementary 
Table S2. The mean CW was 87.37±9.13 kg. The means of the 
other carcass traits were 38.22±5.54 cm2 (LEA) and 21.95± 
5.13 mm (BFT). 

 The means of the six belly traits were 7.05±1.00 kg for the 
BEW, 5,954.81±688.54 cm3 for the VB, 2,758.04±381.16 cm3 
for the VTM, 3,107.01±597.80 cm3 for the VTF, 46.50%± 
6.54% for the BMR, and 53.50%±6.54% for the BFR. Regard-
ing the belly components in Section 7, the CTM area was 
14.96±2.62 cm2, the RAM area was 7.07±1.55 cm2, and the 
EAM area was 10.87±2.17 cm2. For meat quality, the mean 
pH45 was 6.13±0.28, the mean L was 46.34±2.75, and the 
mean DL was 2.69%±1.38%. 

Heritability
The estimated heritability values are summarized in Table 1. 
For the carcass traits, the CW had a moderate heritability (h2 
= 0.21±0.08), the LEA had the highest heritability values 
compared to those of the other two carcass traits (h2 = 0.47± 
0.08), and the BFT showed moderate heritability (h2 = 0.36± 
0.07).
 The heritability of the belly trait BEW was weak (h2 = 0.15 
±0.07), whereas the VTF had the highest heritability of all 
the traits (h2 = 0.33±0.07). The belly traits VB, VTM, BMR, 
and BMF exhibited heritability values of 0.21±0.08, 0.19±0.08, 
0.25±0.08, and 0.25±0.08, respectively.

Table 1. Estimates of the genetic (
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Table 1. Estimates of the genetic (𝜎𝜎��) and environmental (𝜎𝜎��) variances and heritability (ℎ�) 644 
for the carcass, pork belly, and meat quality traits in Yorkshire pigs 645 
 646 

Traits 𝜎𝜎�� 𝜎𝜎�� h2 

Carcass traits 
CW (kg) 17.43 65.65 0.21±0.081) 
LEA (cm2) 13.20 14.78 0.47±0.08 
BFT (mm) 8.08 14.39 0.36±0.07 

Belly traits 
BEW (kg) 7.59 42.99 0.15±0.07 
VB (×1,000 cm3) 69.56 258.35 0.21±0.08 
VTM (×1,000 cm3) 25.80 112.03 0.19±0.08 
VTF (×1,000 cm3) 92.86 186.71 0.33±0.07 
BMR (%) 9.90 29.72 0.25±0.08 
BFR (%) 9.90 29.72 0.25±0.08 

Belly muscle components in Section 7 
CTM (cm2) 1.44 4.83 0.23±0.07 
RAM (cm2) 0.14 2.03 0.07±0.07 
EAM (cm2) 0.87 3.68 0.19±0.06 

Meat quality 
pH45 0.01 0.07 0.09±0.05 
L 1.66 5.14 0.24±0.07 
DL (%) 0.71 1.26 0.36±0.08 

* To estimate the variance components of CW, the following fixed effects were included in the linear mixed 
model: intercept, sex, farm, season and plant age. 
1) Standard error. 
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h2

Carcass traits
CW (kg)1) 17.43 65.65 0.21 ± 0.082)

LEA (cm2) 13.20 14.78 0.47 ± 0.08
BFT (mm) 8.08 14.39 0.36 ± 0.07

Belly traits
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Meat quality
pH45 0.01 0.07 0.09 ± 0.05
L 1.66 5.14 0.24 ± 0.07
DL (%) 0.71 1.26 0.36 ± 0.08

CW, carcass weight; LEA, loin eye area; BFT, backfat thickness; BEW, belly 
weight; VB, volume of total belly; VTM, volume of total muscle in belly; 
VTF, volume of total fat in belly; BMR, belly muscle ratio; BFR, belly fat ra-
tio; belly fat ratio; CTM, cutaneous trunci muscle; RAM, rectus abdominis 
muscle; EAM, external abdominal oblique muscle; L, lightness; DL, drip 
loss. 
1) To estimate the variance components of CW, the following fixed effects 
were included in the linear mixed model: intercept, sex, farm, season and 
plant age.
2) Standard error.
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 For the belly muscle components in Section 7, the herita-
bility of the CTM was 0.23±0.07, and that of the EAM was 
0.19±0.06. The RAM had the lowest heritability (h2 = 0.07 
±0.07). In terms of meat quality, the h2 of pH45 was 0.09±0.05, 
and that of L was 0.24±0.07. Furthermore, the estimated 
heritability of DL was 0.36±0.08.

Phenotypic correlations
The estimated phenotypic correlations among traits are shown 
in Figure 2 and Supplementary Table S3. For the carcass 
traits, the CW had slightly positive phenotypic correlations 
among the carcass, belly, and belly components in Section 7 
(LEA, 0.48; BFT, 0.55; BEW, 0.84; VB, 0.77; VTM, 0.36; VTF, 
0.60; BFR, 0.31; CTM, 0.38; RAM, 0.23; and EAM, 0.11). 
However, the phenotypic correlation between the belly traits 
CW and BMR had a moderate negative correlation (r = –0.31). 
Moreover, there was no correlation between the CW and 
meat quality traits. The LEA showed no correlation with the 
BMR, BFR, and meat quality traits (p>0.05). The LEA had 
weak correlations with BFT, VTF, RAM, and EAM (0.17, 
0.16, 0.25, and 0.19, respectively). The other traits had mod-
erate positive correlations with the LEA (BEW, 0.36, VB, 
0.33; VTM, 0.37; and CTM, 0.35). Positive phenotypic cor-
relations were observed between the BFT and several traits, 
including the BEW, VB, VTM, VTF, BFR, CTM, and L (0.56, 
0.58, 0.11, 0.65, 0.38, 0.12, and 0.01, respectively). BMR, one 

of the muscle-related traits, had a negative correlation coeffi-
cient with the BFT (–0.38). The other traits had no correlation 
with the BFT. 
 Among the belly traits, BEW exhibited a moderate to high 
absolute phenotypic correlation coefficient with some belly 
traits including the VB, VTF, BMR, and BFR (0.86, 0.76, 
–0.43, and 0.43, respectively). Moreover, the BEW had a 
weak absolute correlation with VTM, CTM, RAM, and DL 
(0.29, 0.29, 0.15, and –0.09, respectively). However, the other 
traits seemed to have a high significance. The VB trait was 
positively correlated with almost all the belly and belly com-
ponent traits (VTM, 0.40; BFR, 0.44; CTM, 0.36; and RAM, 
0.18), whereas other traits such as VTF and BMR had nega-
tive correlations (–0.82 and –0.44, respectively), and three 
meat quality traits had no correlations with high p-value. 
The VTM had no correlation with the VTF. Nevertheless, 
some of the belly and belly component traits without the 
BFR (–0.61) had moderate positive correlations (BMR, 0.61; 
CTM, 0.54; RAM, 0.44; and EAM, 0.32). The other traits 
showed no significance with the low absolute correlation co-
efficient. The VTF trait had a negative correlation with the 
belly muscle-associated traits, including the BMR, RAM, 
and EAM (–0.63, –0.15, and –0.18, respectively). VTF and 
BFR had a positive correlation coefficient (0.63), whereas the 
meat quality traits without L had no correlation with the 
VTF (L, 0.11). The belly trait BMR had a low positive corre-

Figure 2. Heat map showing phenotypic and genetic correlation. The color scale bar from yellow to green represents the level of correlation for 
each phenotype. The color scale bar from blue to red represents the level of correlation between the genetic factors. The grey color indicates no 
data. The black color indicates blank.
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lation with the belly association traits (CTM, 0.19; RAM, 
0.26; and EAM, 0.23). Additionally, L had a weakly negative 
correlation (–0.14). The BFR was negatively correlated with 
all three belly components in Section 7 (CTM, –0.19; RAM, 
–0.26; and EAM, –0.23), and the meat quality trait L had a 
weakly positive correlation (0.14). However, the correlation 
of BFR with pH45 and DL seemed to no significance.
 For the belly components in Section 7, all traits had weak 
to moderate positive correlation coefficients (0.47 for CTM 
with RAM, 0.48 for CTM with EAM, and 0.29 for RAM 
with EAM). The CTM trait had a weakly positive correlation 
with the meat quality trait DL (0.12). RAM had no correla-
tion with the meat quality traits. Similarly, no correlations 
were identified between EAM and the meat quality traits. 
For the meat quality traits, pH45 had a weak negative corre-
lation with the other traits (L, –0.26 and DL, –0.17). The L 
trait had a weak positive correlation with DL (0.25).

Genetic correlations
The genetic correlations among the traits were estimated and 
are presented with the phenotypic correlations in Figure 2 
and Supplementary Table S3. The CW, one of the carcass 
traits, had a strongly positive genetic correlation with the 
BEW, VB, CTM, RAM, and EAM (0.95±0.06, 0.87±0.09, 
0.70±0.19, 0.87±0.29 and 0.84±0.26, respectively). Addition-
ally, moderate absolute correlations with other traits occurred 
(VTM, 0.65±0.23 and VTF, 0.37±0.28). However, the other 
traits had standard errors that were higher than the absolute 
correlation coefficients. Eight traits had moderate to high 
absolute correlation coefficients with the LEA. Particularly, 
the VTF and BFR belly traits had negative correlations 
(–0.49±0.18, and –0.35±0.21, respectively), whereas the 
muscle associated traits including the belly trait BEW, VTM, 
and BMR, the belly components CTM and RAM in Section 
7, and pH45 had positive correlations (0.77±0.10, 0.41±0.23, 
0.35±0.21, 0.37±0.19, 0.85±0.36, and 0.57±0.52, respectively). 
The other traits and LEA had weak to moderate absolute 
correlation coefficients, but those traits showed a higher 
standard error than their coefficients. The BFT showed a 
positive correlation with the three belly traits. Particularly, 
we observed a strong positive correlation between the BFT 
and BFR (0.70±0.16). Additionally, we observed a positive 
correlation of 0.30±0.27 for the VB, 0.55±0.16 for the VTF, 
and 0.23±0.52 for pH45. The other belly traits and belly com-
ponents in Section 7 exhibited a negative correlation (VTM, 
–0.67±0.20; BMR, –0.70±0.16; CTM, –0.51±0.18; and RAM, 
–0.59±0.31). However, BFT did not appear to have a notable 
correlation with the other traits due to high standard errors. 
 For the belly traits, the BEW had a moderate to strong ab-
solute correlation coefficient for almost every belly trait (VB, 
0.94±0.04; VTM, 0.46±0.20; VTF, 0.88±0.77; BMR, –0.51± 
0.19; and BFR, 0.51±0.19). The CTM was the only trait of 

the belly components in Section 7 that was positively corre-
lated with BEW (0.28±0.20). The other traits had a poor to 
moderate correlation coefficient with the BEW, but they also 
had a higher standard error than their absolute coefficients. 
Positive correlations with the VB were found among the belly 
and belly components in Section 7. The correlations between 
VB and the VTF and BFR traits were above moderately pos-
itive (0.54±0.19, and 0.70±0.25, respectively). Moreover, VTM 
had above moderately positive correlation with the belly 
trait BMR and the belly components CTM, RAM, and EAM 
(0.92±0.05, 0.95±0.10, 0.76±0.18, and 0.70±0.23, respective-
ly). Additionally, the VTM was positively correlated with the 
meat quality trait L (0.35±0.26). BFR (another belly trait) 
and the meat quality traits pH45 and DL had negative corre-
lations with the meat quality trait L (BFR, –0.92±0.05; pH45, 
–0.47±0.42, and DL, –0.10±0.27). The standard errors of the 
correlation between the VTM and the VTF were higher than 
their absolute correlation coefficients. The VTM had a mod-
erate to high absolute correlation with the belly traits and the 
belly components in Section 7 (BMR, –0.92±0.09; BFR, 0.92 
±0.09; CTM, –0.83±0.14; RAM, –0.44±0.21; and EAM, –0.67 
±0.19). The BMR trait was above moderately positively cor-
related with the CTM, RAM, EAM, and L (0.86±0.16, 0.99 
±0.31, 0.61±0.21, and 0.31±0.24, respectively). On the other 
hand, there was no correlation between the BMR and the 
other traits. Negative genetic correlations with the BFR were 
found among three of the belly components in Section 7 
(CTM, –0.86±0.16; RAM, –0.99 ±0.31; and EAM, –0.61± 
0.21). However, the BFR had no correlation with the meat 
quality traits. 
 The CTM of the belly component in Section 7 and the 
RAM appeared to have a strong positive correlation coeffi-
cient (0.98±0.34), and the correlation coefficient between 
the CTM and EAM was moderately positive (0.44±0.21). 
The RAM also showed a strong positive correlation with the 
EAM (0.75±0.49). Therefore, RAM and pH45 exhibited a 
strong absolute correlation with the meat quality trait L (–0.73 
±0.52 and 0.93±0.43, respectively). The EAM had no corre-
lation with the meat quality traits.
 The meat quality parameter pH45 had a negative correla-
tion with L (–0.55±0.35). Moreover, the standard error of 
the correlation coefficient between pH45 and DL was higher 
than the absolute coefficient, and L had a moderately posi-
tively correlation with DL (0.63±0.18).

DISCUSSION

Pork belly is among the most demanded cuts in South Korea 
[3,4,19] and other countries worldwide, including the East 
Asia region. Previous studies have assessed the heritability 
and genetic parameters of pork belly traits [20,21]. However, 
these studies did not estimate these parameters for the rep-
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resentative traits of pork belly. Previously, Lee et al. defined 
the representative sections of the belly and their parameters 
[11]. In this study, Section 7 of the belly was suggested as the 
best section for belly assessment based on the MA in each 
vertebra [11]. Our study sought to estimate the correlations 
between genetic parameters associated with swine carcass 
traits, belly traits, and belly components in Section 7, and 
the meat quality in Yorkshire pigs. We first estimated the ge-
netic parameters for the belly components.
 The estimated heritability values for the carcass traits in 
this study ranged from 0.21 to 0.47. A previous study dem-
onstrated that the heritability of the carcass traits CW and 
BFT of Yorkshire pigs were 0.21 and 0.54, respectively [22]. 
These results were similar to our heritability results for the 
CW and BFT. A previous study indicated that the heritability 
of the LEA was moderate (h2 = 0.28) in Yorkshire pigs [23]. 
However, another study in the US that estimated the herita-
bility of the LEA found a high heritability (h2 = 0.56) in 
Yorkshire pigs [24]. In other words, these two studies reached 
different conclusions regarding the heritability of the LEA 
trait for the same breed with similar litter sizes. However, 
this discrepancy was likely due to differences in the estima-
tion methods. The results of the present study also differed 
from those of these other studies. This difference was likely 
caused by variations in litter size and other environmental 
factors.
 For the belly traits, the estimated heritability ranged from 
0.15 to 0.42. Kang et al [21] previously reported that the 
BEW had a moderate heritability compared to our estimates 
(h2 = 0.33). Additionally, another study in South Korea pre-
viously reported a heritability of 0.44 [25]. Moreover, Newcom 
et al [26] reported a BEW heritability of 0.51 in the York-
shire and purebred Duroc [26]. However, in this study, the 
heritability of the BEW was 0.15. These results consider that 
BEW is affected by CW because of the BEW which part of 
the CW. To avoid overestimation, CW included as a covari-
ate factor for estimating heritability instead of plant age. 
Therefore, the low heritability against BEW was differently 
estimated with the other heritability studies. Normally, the 
commercial pigs were used crossbred (i.e., Yorkshire×Landrace 
×Duroc and Landrace×Berkshire×Duroc crossbred). There-
fore, we suggest that the low heritability could be supplemented 
by the other breeds’ heritability. The belly volume traits (i.e., 
VB, VTM, and VTF) were estimated as having weak to mod-
erate heritability in the present study. Other previous studies 
did not estimate the heritability of the volume traits in pork 
belly [21]. However, the method used to calculate the volume 
allowed for the estimation of these traits based on the area 
traits of the belly. Kang et al [21] also estimated the herita-
bility of pork belly areas, including the muscle and fat. Their 
estimated heritability values for the muscle and fat area were 
0.45 and 0.27, respectively. These results were consistent 

with those of our study, suggesting that volume traits could 
be moderately affected by genetic parameters. Moreover, 
their moderate heritability could be useful for improving 
the belly volume. However, the heritability of the BMR and 
BFR, which were estimated in this study, were not reported 
previously. Many studies have reported the heritability of traits 
that favor a lean carcass percentage. For example, Lundeheim 
et al [27] reported that the lean percentage had a high heri-
tability (h2 = 0.67) [27]. Another study on the Duroc breed 
estimated that the heritability of lean percentage was 0.73 
[28]. Additionally, other studies have also reported a mod-
erate to high heritability of the lean percentage [29]. Therefore, 
the lean meat production trait is considered to be a highly 
heritable trait in swine, whereas the heritability of the belly 
muscle percentage was estimated as moderate in our study. 
This moderate heritability can be improved by selection and 
mating [30]. Therefore, the muscle ratio in the pork belly 
could be enhanced. These findings indicated that belly mus-
cle and fat could be affected by other factors in addition to 
genetics. For instance, variations could be attributed to en-
vironmental changes such as seasonality or moving stress 
in the finishing stage, as the animals used in this study were 
moved from the GP to normal farms. 
 The heritability of the belly components of Section 7 were 
low to moderate in the present study. In a previous study, 
Section 7 was chosen as the representative parameter for the 
belly [11]. Interestingly, the authors suggested that the CTM 
and RAM could play a key role in the estimation of belly 
MA [11]. In the present study, the estimated heritability of 
the aforementioned traits was moderate and weak, respec-
tively. This result is consistent with previous research that 
estimated the heritability of carcass traits [31]. However, the 
heritability of the RAM was estimated to be low. These results 
are consistent with those of Kang et al [21], who estimated 
the heritability of pork belly components [21]. Nevertheless, 
the three component muscles including CTM, RAM, and 
EAM were observed in all slices of the pork belly. Moreover, 
Lee et al [11] previously reported that those components 
had a positive phenotypic correlation with VB. Therefore, 
increasing these components could improve pork belly quality 
by reducing excess fat, thus enhancing consumer preference. 
Although the estimated heritability of all three pork belly 
components in this study did not appear high, this could be 
overcome by identifying associated genes and their regulato-
ry factors. Therefore, further studies with larger population 
sizes would improve estimation accuracy. Furthermore, ad-
ditional studies are needed to identify genes associated with 
pork belly parameters and assess their applicability to pig 
breeding.
 The present study also estimated the heritability of meat 
quality traits as low to moderate in Yorkshire pigs. A previous 
study reported that meat quality traits had a low heritability 
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in Jeju black pigs [32]. The results of this study broadly sup-
ported these earlier findings. Moreover, previous studies 
have reported that the heritability of meat quality traits is 
low to moderate [30,33,34]. These results, including those of 
the present study, indicate that meat quality parameters such 
as pH are likely affected by environmental factors. 
 In this study, we also estimated the phenotypic correlations 
among the carcass, belly, and belly components in Section 7 
and the meat quality traits. The correlation coefficients be-
tween the carcass and meat quality traits were estimated to 
be low. Low correlations were also previously reported in 
other studies [32,35]. However, these studies estimated lean 
meat production ability, which is represented by carcass 
traits with muscle fiber characteristics. Other studies have 
estimated the phenotypic correlation between the carcass 
and meat quality traits and reported a low correlation coeffi-
cient or no significance [36,37]. These results indicate that 
the carcass and meat quality traits have a low phenotypic 
correlation. The phenotypic correlations among the carcass 
traits, belly traits, and belly components in Section 7 had 
moderate to high correlation coefficients in the present study. 
Particularly, the CW showed a strong correlation with the 
BEW and VB, suggesting that BEW and VB are related to 
the CW. Interestingly, the LEA, which corresponds to the LT 
muscle, was positively correlated with the muscle-associated 
traits of the belly and belly components. Moreover, the BFT, 
which was a fat-associated trait, also showed the same mag-
nitude of correlation as the fat traits. Pork belly consists of 
various muscles and fat [7], which would explain the afore-
mentioned results. Furthermore, a previous study reported 
that the CW is related to the BEW [38]. This suggests that 
the phenotypic correlations between the carcass traits in the 
present study, which are representative for lean meat pro-
duction ability [39], and the other traits should be carefully 
considered when creating breeding strategies to improve the 
characteristics of pork belly and their related traits.
 Other phenotypic correlation results between the belly 
and belly components in Section 7 in this study showed that 
the BEW and VB had a higher correlation coefficient with 
VTF than with VTM. Similar findings were also observed 
for the BMR and BFR. Fredeen [38] reported that a high 
BEW was linked to a higher fat ratio compared to a lower 
BEW. However, consumers prefer a high muscle ratio in the 
belly [40,41]. On the other hand, pork belly with high muscle 
ratios tends to be less firm, which is a less desirable trait from 
the perspective of meat processors [42]. Therefore, to cater 
to the preferences of consumers, the proportions of soft fatty 
tissues should be reduced by increasing the proportions of 
CTM, RAM, and EAM, and not by indiscriminately reduc-
ing fat [43]. Based on the results of this study and previous 
reports, we confirmed that the phenotype with a high BEW 
and VB could increase the belly fat content. For the belly com-

ponents in Section 7, the CTM had a correlation with the 
meat quality trait DL. Previous studies have linked the DL to 
the muscle fiber composition [44-46]. In the present study, 
we did not measure the muscle fiber characteristics of the 
belly muscle components. Based on the previous studies, the 
CTM considers to contain many type IIb muscle fibers. How-
ever, additional studies are needed to characterize the muscle 
fibers of pork belly to obtain more accurate results.
 In the present study, we estimated the genetic correlations 
among traits, including the belly and belly components. The 
CW was found to be correlated with the LEA, BEW, VB, 
VTM, VTF, CTM, RAM, and EAM. Additionally, other car-
cass traits were genetically related to the belly and belly 
component traits. The genetic correlation between the CW 
and LEA is known to be genetically associated [24]. More-
over, another study reported that the CW and BEW are also 
strongly genetically related and positively correlated [25]. 
Furthermore, pigs have been genetically bred to improve 
their economic traits [30]. According to traditional breeding 
strategies, economic traits (i.e., CW, BFT, and LEA) have 
been improved and their related traits have been phenotypi-
cally increased [25,33]. However, these genetic enhancements 
could increase the fat ratio in the belly, thus decreasing con-
sumer acceptability. In the present study, we reported that 
the CW, a representative economic trait, showed a genetically 
positive correlation with the belly components. Furthermore, 
the CTM and RAM areas were genetically reduced as the 
BFT increased. Therefore, these results indicate that the belly 
component traits could be improved without affecting the 
conventional carcass traits. 
 Among the genetic correlations in the belly and belly com-
ponents in Section 7, we observed that the BEW had a positive 
correlation with the VB, VTM, VTF, BFR, and CTM, where-
as the BMR had a negative correlation. Given that all traits 
belonged to the same or similar category as the BEW, these 
traits had to be related. Most importantly, our findings indi-
cated that the fat-related traits (i.e., VTF and BFR) were 
related to the increase in fat traits according to the increase 
in the CW or weight, which was consistent with the findings 
of early studies [38]. In the present study, we observed that 
the VTM was strongly positively correlated with the belly 
components. Moreover, the VTM was also genetically related 
to meat quality traits, thereby increasing L values. According 
to a previous study, the VTM based on the MA of belly could 
be affected by the belly component traits [11]. Therefore, our 
findings suggested that the VTM could be genetically affected 
by the abdominal component traits. 
 Interestingly, we observed that the belly component traits 
were genetically related to economic traits and meat quality. 
Particularly, from a genetic perspective, the RAM of the belly 
component traits in Section 7 was strongly positively associ-
ated with the meat quality trait L, and negatively related to 
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pH45. As mentioned above, the L trait has been previously 
linked to type I muscle fiber characteristics [32,45,46]. There-
fore, the present study suggests that belly component traits 
are genetically associated with type I muscle fibers. However, 
additional studies are needed to genetically improve belly 
traits and their components to cater to consumer preferences. 
Particularly, muscle fiber characteristics in the belly compo-
nents should be studied and their genetic factors should be 
identified based on previously reported muscle fiber char-
acteristics [32,47,48]. Nevertheless, our estimates indicated 
that the heritability of the RAM was weaker than that of 
other belly components in Section 7. Moreover, phenotypic 
correlation analyses revealed that the heritability of the 
aforementioned trait was weakly negative, which could be 
attributed to environmental effects on the pH and L traits. 
Therefore, further studies are required to estimate additive 
genetic effects and identify genes or genetic factors to im-
prove these effects.

CONCLUSION

In this study, we estimated the genetic parameters of pork 
belly, carcass, and meat quality traits. The heritability among 
the belly and its components in Section 7 were found to be 
moderate. These results provide a basis for improving the 
quality of pork belly and its components to obtain a product 
with less fat and more muscle. Moreover, the RAM was ge-
netically correlated with carcass traits and meat quality. 
Additionally, pork belly with less fat are generally less firm, 
which is an undesirable trait for meat processing. Therefore, 
only de soft fatty portions should be reduced rather than re-
ducing too much fat. Taken together, our findings suggest 
that the muscle components in pork belly could be geneti-
cally enhanced through selective breeding without affecting 
the carcass traits. Furthermore, as these traits could be also 
related to the meat quality traits, it is possible to concurrently 
improve the meat quality. 
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Table S1. Pedigree information.


No ID Sire Dam


1 Y001 S001 D017


2 Y002 S001 D175


3 Y003 S001 D175


4 Y004 S002 D001


5 Y005 S002 D001


6 Y006 S002 D173


7 Y007 S002 D173


8 Y008 S002 D174


9 Y009 S003 D040


10 Y010 S003 D040


11 Y011 S003 D040


12 Y012 S003 D056


13 Y013 S003 D056


14 Y014 S003 D056


15 Y015 S003 D067


16 Y016 S003 D076


17 Y017 S003 D076


18 Y018 S003 D098


19 Y019 S003 D098


20 Y020 S003 D098


21 Y021 S004 D030


22 Y022 S004 D030


23 Y023 S004 D107


24 Y024 S004 D107


25 Y025 S005 D014


26 Y026 S005 D018


27 Y027 S005 D018


28 Y028 S005 D027


29 Y029 S006 D007


30 Y030 S006 D007


31 Y031 S006 D022


32 Y032 S006 D022


33 Y033 S006 D049


34 Y034 S006 D049


35 Y035 S006 D062


36 Y036 S006 D062


37 Y037 S006 D062


38 Y038 S006 D091


39 Y039 S006 D119


40 Y040 S006 D135


41 Y041 S006 D135







No ID Sire Dam


42 Y042 S006 D135


43 Y043 S006 D153


44 Y044 S007 D013


45 Y045 S007 D052


46 Y046 S007 D080


47 Y047 S007 D080


48 Y048 S007 D080


49 Y049 S007 D136


50 Y050 S007 D136


51 Y051 S007 D136


52 Y052 S007 D136


53 Y053 S007 D136


54 Y054 S007 D146


55 Y055 S007 D146


56 Y056 S007 D146


57 Y057 S007 D146


58 Y058 S008 D054


59 Y059 S008 D054


60 Y060 S008 D055


61 Y061 S008 D055


62 Y062 S008 D055


63 Y063 S008 D101


64 Y064 S008 D131


65 Y065 S008 D131


66 Y066 S008 D131


67 Y067 S008 D131


68 Y068 S008 D148


69 Y069 S008 D159


70 Y070 S008 D159


71 Y071 S008 D162


72 Y072 S009 D060


73 Y073 S009 D139


74 Y074 S009 D139


75 Y075 S009 D143


76 Y076 S009 D143


77 Y077 S009 D143


78 Y078 S009 D143


79 Y079 S010 D004


80 Y080 S010 D004


81 Y081 S010 D004


82 Y082 S010 D011


83 Y083 S010 D011







No ID Sire Dam


84 Y084 S010 D020


85 Y085 S010 D020


86 Y086 S010 D020


87 Y087 S010 D021


88 Y088 S010 D021


89 Y089 S010 D021


90 Y090 S010 D039


91 Y091 S010 D039


92 Y092 S010 D044


93 Y093 S010 D044


94 Y094 S010 D088


95 Y095 S010 D088


96 Y096 S010 D088


97 Y097 S010 D133


98 Y098 S010 D133


99 Y099 S010 D137


100 Y100 S010 D137


101 Y101 S010 D137


102 Y102 S010 D150


103 Y103 S010 D150


104 Y104 S011 D105


105 Y105 S011 D105


106 Y106 S011 D105


107 Y107 S011 D151


108 Y108 S011 D151


109 Y109 S011 D170


110 Y110 S011 D170


111 Y111 S011 D170


112 Y112 S011 D183


113 Y113 S011 D183


114 Y114 S011 D183


115 Y115 S012 D037


116 Y116 S012 D053


117 Y117 S012 D053


118 Y118 S012 D053


119 Y119 S012 D085


120 Y120 S012 D085


121 Y121 S012 D085


122 Y122 S012 D102


123 Y123 S012 D130


124 Y124 S012 D130


125 Y125 S012 D130







No ID Sire Dam


126 Y126 S012 D184


127 Y127 S013 D005


128 Y128 S013 D005


129 Y129 S013 D028


130 Y130 S013 D028


131 Y131 S013 D048


132 Y132 S013 D048


133 Y133 S013 D060


134 Y134 S013 D060


135 Y135 S013 D068


136 Y136 S013 D068


137 Y137 S013 D068


138 Y138 S013 D082


139 Y139 S013 D082


140 Y140 S013 D082


141 Y141 S013 D107


142 Y142 S013 D107


143 Y143 S013 D107


144 Y144 S013 D112


145 Y145 S013 D112


146 Y146 S013 D126


147 Y147 S013 D126


148 Y148 S013 D126


149 Y149 S013 D155


150 Y150 S013 D155


151 Y151 S013 D155


152 Y152 S013 D155


153 Y153 S013 D164


154 Y154 S013 D164


155 Y155 S013 D164


156 Y156 S013 D185


157 Y157 S013 D185


158 Y158 S013 D185


159 Y159 S014 D045


160 Y160 S014 D045


161 Y161 S014 D047


162 Y162 S014 D047


163 Y163 S014 D065


164 Y164 S014 D065


165 Y165 S014 D065


166 Y166 S014 D087


167 Y167 S014 D087







No ID Sire Dam


168 Y168 S014 D087


169 Y169 S014 D087


170 Y170 S014 D087


171 Y171 S014 D088


172 Y172 S014 D088


173 Y173 S014 D125


174 Y174 S014 D125


175 Y175 S014 D127


176 Y176 S014 D147


177 Y177 S014 D147


178 Y178 S014 D165


179 Y179 S014 D165


180 Y180 S014 D176


181 Y181 S015 D009


182 Y182 S015 D009


183 Y183 S015 D059


184 Y184 S015 D059


185 Y185 S015 D083


186 Y186 S015 D109


187 Y187 S015 D109


188 Y188 S015 D109


189 Y189 S015 D110


190 Y190 S015 D110


191 Y191 S015 D111


192 Y192 S015 D166


193 Y193 S015 D166


194 Y194 S015 D166


195 Y195 S015 D168


196 Y196 S015 D168


197 Y197 S015 D169


198 Y198 S015 D169


199 Y199 S015 D169


200 Y200 S016 D182


201 Y201 S017 D034


202 Y202 S017 D034


203 Y203 S017 D174


204 Y204 S017 D174


205 Y205 S017 D193


206 Y206 S017 D211


207 Y207 S017 D212


208 Y208 S018 D002


209 Y209 S018 D002







No ID Sire Dam


210 Y210 S018 D002


211 Y211 S018 D057


212 Y212 S018 D057


213 Y213 S018 D075


214 Y214 S018 D075


215 Y215 S018 D075


216 Y216 S018 D075


217 Y217 S018 D077


218 Y218 S018 D077


219 Y219 S018 D078


220 Y220 S018 D078


221 Y221 S018 D078


222 Y222 S018 D124


223 Y223 S018 D124


224 Y224 S018 D138


225 Y225 S018 D138


226 Y226 S018 D138


227 Y227 S018 D138


228 Y228 S018 D145


229 Y229 S018 D145


230 Y230 S018 D145


231 Y231 S018 D145


232 Y232 S018 D149


233 Y233 S018 D149


234 Y234 S018 D149


235 Y235 S018 D177


236 Y236 S018 D177


237 Y237 S018 D177


238 Y238 S018 D181


239 Y239 S018 D181


240 Y240 S019 D012


241 Y241 S019 D012


242 Y242 S019 D094


243 Y243 S019 D094


244 Y244 S019 D099


245 Y245 S019 D099


246 Y246 S019 D099


247 Y247 S019 D100


248 Y248 S019 D100


249 Y249 S019 D108


250 Y250 S019 D108


251 Y251 S019 D178







No ID Sire Dam


252 Y252 S019 D178


253 Y253 S019 D225


254 Y254 S020 D024


255 Y255 S020 D024


256 Y256 S021 D006


257 Y257 S021 D023


258 Y258 S021 D023


259 Y259 S021 D026


260 Y260 S021 D026


261 Y261 S021 D036


262 Y262 S021 D073


263 Y263 S021 D073


264 Y264 S021 D081


265 Y265 S021 D097


266 Y266 S021 D097


267 Y267 S021 D158


268 Y268 S021 D158


269 Y269 S021 D158


270 Y270 S022 D008


271 Y271 S022 D008


272 Y272 S022 D016


273 Y273 S022 D016


274 Y274 S022 D019


275 Y275 S022 D066


276 Y276 S022 D066


277 Y277 S022 D066


278 Y278 S022 D074


279 Y279 S022 D074


280 Y280 S022 D093


281 Y281 S022 D093


282 Y282 S022 D104


283 Y283 S022 D104


284 Y284 S022 D128


285 Y285 S022 D128


286 Y286 S022 D128


287 Y287 S022 D180


288 Y288 S022 D180


289 Y289 S022 D180


290 Y290 S023 D173


291 Y291 S023 D173


292 Y292 S023 D173


293 Y293 S024 D043







No ID Sire Dam


294 Y294 S024 D115


295 Y295 S024 D115


296 Y296 S024 D115


297 Y297 S024 D117


298 Y298 S024 D123


299 Y299 S024 D123


300 Y300 S024 D132


301 Y301 S024 D132


302 Y302 S024 D132


303 Y303 S024 D144


304 Y304 S024 D144


305 Y305 S024 D167


306 Y306 S025 D038


307 Y307 S025 D038


308 Y308 S025 D038


309 Y309 S025 D071


310 Y310 S025 D071


311 Y311 S025 D071


312 Y312 S026 D014


313 Y313 S026 D029


314 Y314 S026 D029


315 Y315 S026 D029


316 Y316 S026 D035


317 Y317 S026 D095


318 Y318 S026 D095


319 Y319 S026 D142


320 Y320 S026 D142


321 Y321 S026 D142


322 Y322 S026 D154


323 Y323 S026 D154


324 Y324 S027 D003


325 Y325 S027 D003


326 Y326 S027 D121


327 Y327 S027 D121


328 Y328 S027 D121


329 Y329 S027 D161


330 Y330 S027 D161


331 Y331 S027 D161


332 Y332 S027 D161


333 Y333 S027 D171


334 Y334 S027 D171


335 Y335 S028 D061







No ID Sire Dam


336 Y336 S028 D061


337 Y337 S028 D090


338 Y338 S028 D090


339 Y339 S028 D090


340 Y340 S028 D122


341 Y341 S028 D160


342 Y342 S028 D197


343 Y343 S028 D197


344 Y344 S028 D197


345 Y345 S028 D204


346 Y346 S028 D205


347 Y347 S029 D010


348 Y348 S029 D010


349 Y349 S029 D015


350 Y350 S029 D015


351 Y351 S029 D015


352 Y352 S029 D031


353 Y353 S029 D031


354 Y354 S029 D031


355 Y355 S029 D032


356 Y356 S029 D032


357 Y357 S029 D032


358 Y358 S029 D033


359 Y359 S029 D033


360 Y360 S029 D033


361 Y361 S029 D042


362 Y362 S029 D042


363 Y363 S029 D050


364 Y364 S029 D050


365 Y365 S029 D050


366 Y366 S029 D069


367 Y367 S029 D069


368 Y368 S029 D096


369 Y369 S029 D096


370 Y370 S029 D152


371 Y371 S029 D152


372 Y372 S029 D152


373 Y373 S030 D025


374 Y374 S030 D025


375 Y375 S030 D064


376 Y376 S030 D064


377 Y377 S030 D064







No ID Sire Dam


378 Y378 S030 D129


379 Y379 S030 D129


380 Y380 S030 D129


381 Y381 S030 D166


382 Y382 S030 D195


383 Y383 S030 D199


384 Y384 S030 D199


385 Y385 S030 D199


386 Y386 S030 D199


387 Y387 S030 D216


388 Y388 S030 D232


389 Y389 S030 D232


390 Y390 S030 D232


391 Y391 S030 D233


392 Y392 S031 D084


393 Y393 S031 D244


394 Y394 S031 D244


395 Y395 S032 D106


396 Y396 S032 D106


397 Y397 S032 D167


398 Y398 S032 D167


399 Y399 S032 D167


400 Y400 S032 D181


401 Y401 S032 D190


402 Y402 S032 D190


403 Y403 S032 D202


404 Y404 S032 D208


405 Y405 S032 D208


406 Y406 S032 D219


407 Y407 S032 D219


408 Y408 S032 D219


409 Y409 S032 D221


410 Y410 S032 D221


411 Y411 S032 D230


412 Y412 S032 D230


413 Y413 S032 D230


414 Y414 S032 D234


415 Y415 S033 D046


416 Y416 S033 D114


417 Y417 S033 D116


418 Y418 S033 D116


419 Y419 S033 D206







No ID Sire Dam


420 Y420 S034 D138


421 Y421 S034 D138


422 Y422 S034 D157


423 Y423 S034 D157


424 Y424 S034 D198


425 Y425 S034 D198


426 Y426 S034 D198


427 Y427 S035 D091


428 Y428 S035 D091


429 Y429 S035 D118


430 Y430 S035 D188


431 Y431 S035 D210


432 Y432 S035 D210


433 Y433 S035 D210


434 Y434 S035 D226


435 Y435 S035 D235


436 Y436 S035 D238


437 Y437 S036 D032


438 Y438 S036 D051


439 Y439 S036 D068


440 Y440 S036 D068


441 Y441 S036 D070


442 Y442 S036 D086


443 Y443 S036 D086


444 Y444 S036 D089


445 Y445 S036 D100


446 Y446 S036 D141


447 Y447 S036 D145


448 Y448 S036 D145


449 Y449 S036 D163


450 Y450 S036 D203


451 Y451 S036 D207


452 Y452 S036 D207


453 Y453 S036 D207


454 Y454 S036 D228


455 Y455 S037 D033


456 Y456 S037 D033


457 Y457 S037 D072


458 Y458 S037 D072


459 Y459 S037 D079


460 Y460 S037 D079


461 Y461 S037 D079







No ID Sire Dam


462 Y462 S037 D134


463 Y463 S037 D134


464 Y464 S037 D134


465 Y465 S037 D172


466 Y466 S037 D172


467 Y467 S037 D214


468 Y468 S038 D092


469 Y469 S038 D092


470 Y470 S038 D178


471 Y471 S038 D178


472 Y472 S038 D213


473 Y473 S038 D222


474 Y474 S038 D222


475 Y475 S039 D140


476 Y476 S039 D196


477 Y477 S039 D231


478 Y478 S039 D239


479 Y479 S039 D239


480 Y480 S040 D002


481 Y481 S040 D063


482 Y482 S040 D063


483 Y483 S040 D063


484 Y484 S040 D131


485 Y485 S040 D131


486 Y486 S040 D131


487 Y487 S040 D194


488 Y488 S040 D194


489 Y489 S040 D194


490 Y490 S040 D194


491 Y491 S041 D024


492 Y492 S041 D209


493 Y493 S041 D242


494 Y494 S042 D103


495 Y495 S042 D186


496 Y496 S042 D241


497 Y497 S043 D156


498 Y498 S043 D156


499 Y499 S043 D187


500 Y500 S043 D187


501 Y501 S043 D191


502 Y502 S043 D220


503 Y503 S043 D236







No ID Sire Dam


504 Y504 S043 D240


505 Y505 S043 D240


506 Y506 S044 D058


507 Y507 S044 D090


508 Y508 S044 D090


509 Y509 S044 D097


510 Y510 S044 D223


511 Y511 S044 D223


512 Y512 S044 D227


513 Y513 S044 D227


514 Y514 S045 D217


515 Y515 S045 D217


516 Y516 S046 D026


517 Y517 S046 D026


518 Y518 S046 D179


519 Y519 S046 D179


520 Y520 S046 D179


521 Y521 S046 D218


522 Y522 S046 D237


523 Y523 S046 D237


524 Y524 S047 D041


525 Y525 S047 D041


526 Y526 S047 D113


527 Y527 S047 D113


528 Y528 S047 D189


529 Y529 S048 D120


530 Y530 S048 D183


531 Y531 S048 D183


532 Y532 S048 D192


533 Y533 S048 D200


534 Y534 S048 D201


535 Y535 S048 D201


536 Y536 S048 D224


537 Y537 S049 D215


538 Y538 S049 D215


539 Y539 S049 D229


540 Y540 S049 D243


541 Y541 S049 D243


542 Y542 S049 D243


543 Y543 S049 D243







Table S2. Descriptive unadjusted statistics for the traits.


Traits N Mean SD Min Max S-W


Carcass Traits


Carcass wieght (kg) 540 87.37 9.13 64.00 111.00 0.99


Loin eye area (cm
2
) 511 38.22 5.54 21.00 57.00 0.99


Backfat thickness (mm) 542 21.95 5.13 9.00 35.00 0.99


Belly Traits


Belly weight (kg) 529 7.05 1.00 4.50 9.50 0.98


Volume of total belly (cm
3
) 535 5954.81 688.54 4126.53 7781.64 0.99


Volume of total belly muscle (cm
3
) 543 2758.04 381.16 1709.88 4162.86 1.00


Volume of total belly fat (cm
3
) 524 3107.01 597.80 1552.51 4654.30 0.99


Total muslce ratio (%) 543 46.50 6.54 29.88 68.69 0.99


Total Fat ratio (%) 543 53.50 6.54 31.31 70.12 0.99


Belly musle component in Section7


CTM (cm
2
) 532 14.96 2.62 8.92 24.02 0.99


RAM (cm
2
) 540 7.07 1.55 2.62 11.36 0.99


EAM (cm
2
) 526 10.87 2.17 5.19 16.64 0.99


Meat quality


pH45 511 6.13 0.28 5.31 6.94 0.99


Lightness 536 46.34 2.75 37.78 53.26 1.00


Drip loss (%) 513 2.69 1.38 0.34 6.38 0.95







Table S3. Genetic (line below) and phenotypic correlation (line above) among the carcass traits, belly traits, and belly components in Section 7, and the meat quality traits.


CW LEA BFT BEW VB VTM VTF BMR BFR CTM RAM EAM pH45 L DL


CW** 0.48 (<.0001)1 0.55 (<.0001) 0.84 (<.0001) 0.77 (<.0001) 0.36 (<.0001) 0.60 (<.0001) -0.31 (<.0001) 0.31 (<.0001) 0.38 (<.0001) 0.23 (<.0001) 0.11 (0.01) 0.04 (0.38) -0.08 (0.08) -0.04 (0.42)


LEA 0.44 (0.24)2 0.17 (0.0002) 0.36 (<.0001) 0.33 (<.0001) 0.37 (<.0001) 0.16 (0.0005) 0.08 (0.09) -0.08 (0.09) 0.35 (<.0001) 0.25 (<.0001) 0.19 (<.0001) 0.03 (0.45) -0.06 (0.18) 0.04 (0.33)


BFT 0.28 (0.28) -0.11 (0.21) 0.56 (<.0001) 0.58 (<.0001) 0.11 (0.01) 0.65 (<.0001) -0.38 (<.0001) 0.38 (<.0001) 0.12 (0.01) -0.04 (0.40) -0.07 (0.09) -0.03 (0.44) 0.01 (0.02) 0.02 (0.73)


BEW 0.95 (0.06) 0.77 (0.10)* 0.23 (0.38) 0.86 (<.0001) 0.29 (<.0001) 0.76 (<.0001) -0.43 (<.0001) 0.43 (<.0001) 0.29 (<.0001) 0.15 (0.0007) 0.05 (0.24) -0.02 (0.64) 0.03 (0.47) -0.09 (0.04)


VB 0.87 (0.09) -0.14 (0.30) 0.30 (0.27) 0.94 (0.04)* 0.40 (<.0001) -0.82 (<.0001) -0.44 (<.0001) 0.44 (<.0001) 0.36 (<.0001) 0.18 (<.0001) 0.08 (0.07) -0.03 (0.56) 0.08 (0.06) -0.04 (0.39)


VTM 0.65 (0.23) 0.41 (0.23) -0.67 (0.20) 0.46 (0.20)* -0.33 (0.37) 0.07 (0.09) 0.61 (<.0001) -0.61 (<.0001) 0.54 (<.0001) 0.44 (<.0001) 0.32 (<.0001) -0.02 (0.60) -0.06 (0.17) 0.04 (0.38)


VTF 0.37 (0.28) -0.49 (0.18) 0.55 (0.16) 0.88 (0.07)* 0.54 (0.19) -0.00 (0.21)* -0.63 (<.0001) 0.63 (<.0001) -0.00 (0.94) -0.15 (0.0007) -0.18 (<.0001) -0.05 (0.23) 0.11 (0.02) -0.06 (0.18)


BMR -0.03 (0.33) 0.35 (0.21) -0.70 (0.16) -0.51 (0.19)* -0.70 (0.25) 0.92 (0.05) -0.92 (0.09)* -1.00 (<.0001) 0.19 (<.0001) 0.26 (<.0001) 0.23 (<.0001) 0.02 (0.62) -0.14 (0.001) 0.06 (0.19)


BFR 0.03 (0.33) -0.35 (0.21) 0.70 (0.16) 0.51 (0.19)* 0.70 (0.25) -0.92 (0.05) 0.92 (0.09)* NE -0.19 (<.0001) -0.26 (<.0001) -0.23 (<.0001) -0.02 (0.62) 0.14 (0.001) -0.06 (0.19)


CTM 0.70 (0.19) 0.37 (0.19) -0.51 (0.18) 0.28 (0.20)* -0.14 (0.30) 0.95 (0.10)* -0.83 (0.14) 0.86 (0.16) -0.86 (0.16) 0.47 (<.0001) 0.48 (<.0001) 0.01 (0.78) -0.07 (0.09) 0.12 (0.01)


RAM 0.87 (0.29) 0.85 (0.36) -0.59 (0.31) 0.17 (0.26)* -0.01 (0.55) 0.76 (0.18)* -0.44 (0.21)* 0.99 (0.31) -0.99 (0.31) 0.98 (0.34) 0.29 (<.0001) 0.04 (0.36) -0.04 (0.38) 0.02 (0.74)


EAM 0.84 (0.26) 0.08 (0.26) -0.19 (0.25) -0.01 (0.23)* -0.06 (0.35) 0.70 (0.23) -0.67 (0.19) 0.61 (0.21) -0.61 (0.21) 0.44 (0.21) 0.75 (0.49) 0.02 (0.60) 0.05 (0.23) 0.03 (0.45)


pH45 0.16 (0.50) 0.57 (0.52) 0.46 (0.40) -0.29 (0.30)* -0.14 (0.49) -0.47 (0.42) 0.21 (0.37) -0.25 (0.39) 0.25 (0.39) -0.06 (0.39) -0.73 (0.52) 0.02 (0.45) -0.26 (<.0001) -0.17 (0.0002)


L -0.08 (0.34) 0.28 (0.23) -0.17 (0.24) 0.08 (0.20)* -0.03 (0.33) 0.35 (0.26) -0.28 (0.23) 0.31 (0.24) 0.02 (0.24) -0.06 (0.25) 0.93 (0.43) 0.16 (0.29) -0.55 (0.35) 0.25 (<.0001)


DL 0.20 (0.28) 0.04 (0.22) 0.23 (0.21) -0.16 (0.20)* -0.29 (0.32) -0.10 (0.27) -0.20 (0.23) -0.02 (0.24) 0.02 (0.24) 0.11 (0.22) -0.36 (0.41) 0.21 (0.27) -0.17 (0.38) 0.63 (0.18)


Belly


components


in Section7


Meat quality


Bold represented traits which had low standard error than absolute correlation coefficient or significance based on p -value (p  < 0.05).


Traits


Genetic


Correlaton


1: p -value


NE: None estimated


Carcass Traits Belly Traits Belly components in Section7 Meat quality


Phenotypic Correlation


Carcass


Traits


Belly Traits


2: SE


*: Removed covariate from the model because of high absolute estimated correlation including covariate; **To estimate variance components of CW, the following fixed effects were included in the bivariate linear mixed model: sex, farm, season and plant age  





